The Hippocratic Collection, containing 60 medical texts by Hippocrates and his pupils, was searched using the electronic database Thesaurus Lingua Graeca to identify the words “anaesthesia” and “analgesia,” their derivatives and also words related to pain. Our purpose was to investigate the special use and meaning of these words and their significance in medical terms. The word “anaesthesia” appears 12 times in five Hippocratic texts to describe loss of sensation by a disease process. This observation reveals Hippocrates as the first Greek writer to use the word in a medical rather than a philosophical context. Hippocrates was also the first Greek physician to keep an airway open by bypassing a pharyngeal obstruction with the insertion of narrow tubes into the swollen throat of a patient with quinsy, thus facilitating the airflow into the lungs. In the Hippocratic texts, “analgesia” is related to “anaesthesia” for the first time, when it is pointed out that an unconscious patient is insensitive to pain. Hippocrates and his followers rationalized pain as a clinical variable and as a valuable diagnostic and prognostic tool. They used expressive and precise adjectives and well-defined characteristics of pain, such as location, duration, or relation to other symptoms, to elucidate a disease process. They also had a wide terminology for the various types of pain, still in use today. Many cures were described for the treatment of pain, including incisions, effusions, venesection, purges, cauterization and, most interestingly, the use of many plants, such as opium or the application of soporific substances. In particular, Hippocrates refers to opium poppy as “sleep inducing.”

It is widely believed that the Greek philosopher Dioskourides was the first to use the word “anaesthesia” in the 1st century CE to describe the narcotic effects of the plant mandragoras (mandrake). However, the word had been used by Greek scholars as a philosophical concept almost 5 centuries before it was used to describe a pharmacologic action. The historian Thucydides (460–400 BCE) described the word “anaesthesia” as “bluntness of perception” to denote political indifference and disinterest, whereas in Philebus by Plato (427–348 BCE), the word has the philosophical meaning of “the oblivion of the soul from the movements of the body” or “want of perception.” It is in the writings of Hippocrates (c. 460–380 BCE) that we find the word “anaesthesia” used for the first time in a medical context as loss of sensation and unconsciousness. The Hippocratic Collection, containing 60 articles, represented a canon for those studying medicine. Although not all were written by Hippocrates himself, and they are believed to be part of a library based at the School of Kos, they reflect medical concepts and practices for at least 4 centuries BCE, some of them still accepted by contemporary medicine.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the special use and meaning of ancient Greek words related to anesthesia, pain, and analgesia in the Hippocratic Collection and to relate some of them to modern Greek terms. It is the study of texts in their original language that helps us to improve our understanding of medicine and anesthesia in the 21st century.

METHODS

The words related to anesthesia, analgesia, and pain and their derivatives were searched in all 60 Hippocratic articles using the Thesaurus Lingua Graeca electronic program. This program is an electronic database of the entire ancient Greek literature.
The word “anaesthesia” and its derivatives appear only 12 times in five Hippocratic texts (Table 1). “Algos,” the ancient word for pain, is also mentioned only 14 times, in contrast to words stemming from it that are very common, appearing 483 times (Table 2). Such words are the verb “algeo” and its derivatives and the very common adjective, still in use, “algeinos,” and compound medical terms such as “kardialgia,” “hysteralgia,” “cephalalgia,” and “ophthalmalgia” (Table 3). The contemporary term “analgesia” derived from the words “alges” and “algeo” and the privative prefix “an” does not appear as such in the Hippocratic Collection. Its derivatives, the adjectives “analgea” and “analgea” appear four times. In contrast to “algos,” a common word for pain in the Hippocratic texts is “odyne” (pain of body and pain of mind), appearing almost 884 times as such or as a compound word such as the adjectives “epodynos” and “anodynos.” “Ponos” is also a very common medical term, appearing about 722 times (Table 2).

**RESULTS**

The word “anaesthesia” and its derivatives appear only 12 times in five Hippocratic texts (Table 1). “Algos,” the ancient word for pain, is also mentioned only 14 times, in contrast to words stemming from it that are very common, appearing 483 times (Table 2). Such words are the verb “algeo” and its derivatives and the very common adjective, still in use, “algeinos,” and compound medical terms such as “kardialgia,” “hysteralgia,” “cephalalgia,” and “ophthalmalgia” (Table 3). The contemporary term “analgesia” derived from the words “alges” and “algeo” and the privative prefix “an” does not appear as such in the Hippocratic Collection. Its derivatives, the adjectives “analgea” and “analgea” appear four times. In contrast to “algos,” a common word for pain in the Hippocratic texts is “odyne” (pain of body and pain of mind), appearing almost 884 times as such or as a compound word such as the adjectives “epodynos” and “anodynos.” “Ponos” is also a very common medical term, appearing about 722 times (Table 2).

**DISCUSSION**

Use of the Word “Anaesthesia” and Its Derivatives by Hippocrates

The search of the articles of the entire Hippocratic Collection revealed that the word “anaesthesia” was first used in a medical context, as loss of consciousness and sensation, by Hippocrates (c. 460–380 BCE). In the work *Breaths*, the word “anaesthetos” (senseless) acquires the medical meaning of loss of sensation, when Hippocrates writes: “For when they [breaths] pass through the flesh and puff it up, the parts of body affected lose the power of feeling” (“anaesthetos” §10b (Table 1). It is from the Greek adjective “anaesthetos,” still in use today, that the word “anaesthesia” was derived, in the same way as “analgesia” was derived from the adjective “analgetos” (not sensing pain). In the same work, “anaesthesia” is related to “analgesia” for the first time, when it is stated that an unconscious patient is also insensitive to pain: “At this time the patients are unconscious [“anaesthetoi” §] of everything, deaf to what is spoken, blind to what is happening and insensible to pain [“analgetoi” §].” However, both words express loss of feeling and pain insensitivity caused by a disease process rather than from a pharmacologic action. Another example described in the work *Epidemics* is the case of a patient who “took no notice [“anaesthetos”]” of his symptoms on the seventeenth day of his fatal disease. again, the loss of consciousness is related to a fatal outcome. It is remarkable how Hippocrates recognizes the consequences of a serious

---

**Table 1. The Word “Anaesthesia” and Its Derivatives, Their Explanation in English and the Citations in the Hippocratic Collection Where These Words Appear**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Derivatives of the word “anaesthesia”</th>
<th>Explanation in English</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Anaesthesia” [ανασθησια] (2)</td>
<td>Noun, meaning: loss of sensation, unconsciousness</td>
<td>Coan Prenotions, 466.1 Letters, 10th Letter, line 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Anaesthetos” [ανασθητος] (5)</td>
<td>Adjective, meaning: senseless</td>
<td>Coan Prenotions, 395.3 Use of Liquids, 1.27–33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Anaesthetoi” [ανασθητοι] (1)</td>
<td>Neuter comparative adjective of “anaesthetos”</td>
<td>Ancient Medicine, 15.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In brackets [ . . . ] is given the original Greek spelling in the monotonic system, and in brackets ( . . . ) the total number of times each word appears.*

---

[1] Ancient words using Greek characters and in the monotonic system are given in brackets [ . . . ].

Table 2. The Most Frequently Used Words for Pain and Their Derivatives, Their Explanation in English and the Main Works of the Hippocratic Collection Where These Words Appear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words related to pain</th>
<th>Their derivatives</th>
<th>Explanation in English</th>
<th>Main Hippocratic works in which these words appear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Algós” [άλγος] (14)</td>
<td>Noun “algema” [άλγημα] (194)</td>
<td>Pain felt or caused, suffering</td>
<td>Epidemics (81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noun “algedon” [άλγηδων] (13)</td>
<td>Pain, suffering of body or mind, grief</td>
<td>Coan Prenotions (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjective “algeinos” [άλγεινός] (2)</td>
<td>Painful, grievous</td>
<td>Prorrheticon (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verb “algeo” [άλγεω] (185)</td>
<td>To feel bodily pain, to suffer, to feel pain of mind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Past participle of the verb algeo “algesas” [άλγεσας] (4)</td>
<td>Smarting with pain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Proalgesas” [προαλγέσας], past tense participle of the verb “proalgeo,” derived from the preposition “pro” and the verb “algeo” (4)</td>
<td>Feel pain beforehand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noun “algesasia” [άλγεσασία] derived from the words “algos” and “algeo” and the privative prefix “an”</td>
<td>Absence of sense of pain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjective “algetos” [άλγετος], derived from the privative “an” and “algos” (3)</td>
<td>Free of pain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjective “algea” [άλγεα], derived from the privative “an” and “algos” (1)</td>
<td>Painless</td>
<td>Epidemics (180); Diseases I–III (141); Diseases of women (116); Internal affections (69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Odyne” [οδήνη] (772)</td>
<td>Verb “odyneo” [οδυνεώ] (51)</td>
<td>Cause one pain or suffering</td>
<td>Painful, distressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noun “odynea” [οδύνηα] (5)</td>
<td>Painful</td>
<td>Painful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjective “odyneros” [οδυνερός] (2)</td>
<td>Painful</td>
<td>Painful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjective “odynodes” [οδυνώδες] (54)</td>
<td>Painless</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjective “epodynos” [ἐποδύνος], derived from the preposition “epi” and odyne (53)</td>
<td>Painless</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adjective “anodynos” [ἀνοδύνος], derived from the privative “an” and odyne (50)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Ponos” [πόνος] (498)</td>
<td>Verb “poneo” [πονεώ] (224)</td>
<td>Work hard, suffer, toil in praying, toil in fight, to be busy with, suffer from illness, be sick, work hard at, make or do with pains or care, afflict, distress</td>
<td>Epidemics (112); Aphorisms (28); Coan Prenotions (84)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In brackets [ . . . ] is given the original Greek spelling in the monotonic system, and in brackets ( . . . ) the total number of times each word appears.

Table 3. Compound Medical Terms of the Word “algos” in the Hippocratic Collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound words from the word “algos” and the verb “algeo”</th>
<th>Derived from</th>
<th>Explanation in English</th>
<th>Main Hippocratic works in which these compound words appear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Gonyalgia” [γόνυαλγία] (2)</td>
<td>“Gony” [γόνυ] and the verb “algeo” [αλγέω]</td>
<td>Pain in the knee</td>
<td>Epidemics (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Kardialgia” [καρδιάλγία] (23)</td>
<td>“Kardia” [καρδία] heart and the verb “algeo” [αλγέω]</td>
<td>Suffering from heartburn</td>
<td>Epidemics (11); Coan Prenotions (8); Prorrheticon (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Cephalalgia” [κεφαλαλγία] (63)</td>
<td>“Cefale” [κεφαλή] and the verb “algeo” [αλγέω]</td>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>Coan Prenotions (31); Prorrheticon (16); Epidemics (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Oosphyalgia” [οσφυαλγία] (6)</td>
<td>“Oosphy” [οσφύς] and the verb “algeo” [αλγέω]</td>
<td>Lumbago, back pain</td>
<td>Coan Prenotions (5); Prorrheticon (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Hysteria” [υστηρία] (1)</td>
<td>“Hystera” [υστήρα] and the verb “algeo” [αλγέω]</td>
<td>Pain in the womb</td>
<td>Regimen in acute diseases (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In inverted commas “ . . . ” are given the original Greek words in Latin characters, in brackets [ . . . ] the same words in Greek characters in the monotonic system, and in brackets ( . . . ) the total number of times each word appears.

b Explanation in English of the prefix words used: “gony” = knee; “kardia” = heart; “cefaele” = head; “oosphys” [οσφύς] = back; “hystera” [υστήρα] = womb.
illness with a fatal outcome. In Coan Prenotions, a patient with inflammation of the lungs and heart is paralyzed ("paralutai") completely, lies frozen, and senseless ("anaesthetos") and eventually dies on the second or third day. In the same work, he remarks that any evacuation which takes place without the patient sensing it ("anaesthetos") is fatal.

Another interesting clinical observation of an untoward effect that leads to a coherent and practical suggestion is found in the work Use of Liquids. Hippocrates describes the use of warm water as a cure and suggests that the water should not be hotter than the patients can tolerate, "except in cases of loss of speech, paralysis, numbness ("nenarkomenisin") or anesthesia ("anaesthetas")", otherwise the doctor may cause burns without realizing it. In these lines, we find the Greek word "nenarkomenisin" which is a passive perfect participle of the verb "narkoo" (to grow numb), from which "narcosis" is derived, next to the word "anaesthetas." In one of his best-known works, Ancient Medicine, Hippocrates attributes to inanimate objects, like "a leathern or wooden vessel" the human properties of being "less sensitive ("anaesthetotera") than man..." to the effect of "hot or cold and astringent or insipid" things.

Components of Contemporary "Anaesthesia" in the Hippocratic Collection

Although Hippocrates does not refer to pharmacologic anesthesia and its different aspects, he knows that some substances can induce sleep. Most interestingly, in Epidemics the word "hypnikon" (producing sleep) is found, derived from the word "hypnos" (sleep), from which the contemporary word hypnosis originates. Hippocratic doctors used the word "hypnikon" to describe soporific substances applied to patients with toothache. A related word "hypnoticon," still used in modern Greek, from which the term hypnotic is derived, is found in the work Diseases of Women in which Hippocrates refers to "meconium" (opium poppy) as "sleep producing" ("hypnotikon").

Hippocrates in his writings also refers to some fundamental components of contemporary anesthesia, such as airway protection, the state of sleep and the term "narcosis." In one of his best-known works, Diseases III, he describes the insertion of narrow tubes into the swollen throat of a patient suffering from "kynanche," the Greek word for quinsy. "With angina ("kynanche"), as it is called, the person chokes and seems to have something like an apple caught in his throat." As a treatment, the author suggests that the doctor "must also clean out the lower cavity with medication or enema, and insert tubes ("avliskoi") into the throat behind the jaeos, in order that air may be drawn into the lung." We may assume that these tubes that kept an open airway must have been premature types of a nasopharyngeal airway or even a tracheal tube. In this case, Hippocrates might be the first ancient Greek physician to manage the airway by bypassing a pharyngeal obstruction and facilitating the airflow into the lungs.

In the Hippocratic work Coan Prenotions, the word "narke" (temporary decline or loss of senses and movement), from which the word "narcosis" (state of unconsciousness or drowsiness produced by a drug) was later derived, is used jointly with the word "anaesthesia." In this work, Hippocrates states that when unaccustomed numbness and loss of sensibility, "narkai...and anesthesias," are present in a patient suffering from strangulating ileus, this is a warning sign of "apoplexy." In Aphorisms, "narke" is also used to describe physical "numbness" and also "dullness of intelligence." The philosophical issue of sleep was explored extensively by ancient Greek scholars including Aristotle. Hippocrates approached the issue from the physiologist's perspective. He had noticed that during sleep the body cannot perceive external stimuli, and it is the soul, the contemporary subconscious state, which not only keeps its functions but also even takes over those of the body. In the work Dreams, he clearly differentiates the state of sleep from the waking state: "The body when asleep has no perception; but the soul when awake has cognizance of all things, sees what is visible, hears what audible, walks, touches, feels pain, ponders. In a word, all the functions of the body and of soul are performed by the soul during sleep." However, he only refers to natural sleep and not pharmacologic sleep. This can be explained by his opposition to surgery, which he left to other practitioners. The Hippocratic Oath unambiguously states: "I will not use the knife, not even, verily, on sufferers from stone, but I will give place to such as be craftsmen therein." This interdiction against the knife explains why in the Hippocratic Collection there is not a single reference to the use of soporific plants or opium to calm the acute pain of surgery. However, Hippocrates must have known the properties of those substances and often used them for the treatment of pain, as we will see later.

Even though Hippocrates did not describe anesthesia with the word "anaesthesia" as it is defined today, he was the first to use this word in a medical context to describe loss of consciousness and sensation. Five centuries later, Dioskourides used this word to describe the absence of sensation caused by drugs. Finally, more than 2000 years after Hippocrates, Oliver Wendell Holmes in a moment of inspiration, very accurately, used this word to describe a state closer to the modern definition and understanding of clinical anesthesia.

The Vocabulary of Pain in the Hippocratic Collection

Hippocratic physicians developed a rich vocabulary for pain in which the physical and moral elements overlap. There are numerous citations throughout the Hippocratic Collection describing and differentiating between painful conditions. The words and their derivatives most frequently used by Hippocrates are "algos," "algema," "odyne," and "ponos" (Table 2).
Some of them, still in use in modern Greek, are also found as loans in compound words in other languages. In the Hippocratic Collection, “algos” represents a more general type of suffering involving the whole body, which is prolonged and susceptible to recurrence. The word “algema,” like “algos,” is used for a more general type of pain, such as “chronic pain in the loins;” “pains of the forearm and the neck,” or even to differentiate between types of headache. “Odyne” describes acute, sharp, and localized pain and intense mental pain. In “Epidemics” “odyne” is used to explain “pain in the left ribs” or “pain in the right hypochondrium.” The compound word “epodynos” (painful) is used to describe painful areas of the body that experience chronic pain in the joints. “Ponos,” the modern Greek word for pain, originally meant labor and hard work in the Homeric epics. This meaning may have originated from the personification of “Ponos” (Toil) and “Algea” (Sorrows) as children of the hard-hearted goddess “Eris” (Strife) in Greek mythology. Much later, the consequences of labor or distress were described as “ponos” in which case it meant physical pain. However, it was Hippocrates who used the word to describe the physical pain caused by disease, such as pain in the joints. “Ponos,” like “algos” describes a more general type of pain (Table 1), for example, “heaviness in the bowels with pain,” “painful, continuous, acute fever,” or “chronic and painful, watery inflammations of the eyes.”

The Significance of Pain as a Diagnostic and Prognostic Tool

Hippocrates was the first physician to rationalize pain and use it as a valuable diagnostic and prognostic tool. He considered pain in relation to the overall clinical picture of the patient and not as an isolated symptom. He used the clinical features of pain as important manifestations in the disease process and as a major tool to outline the prognosis and severity of an illness. Numerous citations throughout the Hippocratic texts testify to this. For example, Hippocrates noted the time when the pain starts, to elucidate the course of the pathogenic process: “... pains and fevers occur when pus is forming rather than when it has been formed” or, in the case of consumption in the “Epidemics,” “in the majority of these cases the throat was painful throughout from the beginning.” When two different, distinct pains occurred simultaneously, he related the most intense one to the more serious illness: “when two pains occur together, but not in the same place, the more violent obscures the other.”

The anatomical location of the pain was an important diagnostic sign. In “Prognostics,” for example, pain accompanied by tachypnea indicated ailments in the chest: “rapid respiration indicates pain or inflammation in the parts above the diaphragm.” Also, in “Aphorisms” it is pointed out that “pains and swellings of the belly are less serious when superficial, more severe when deep – seated.” Specific features of pain, such as duration, intensity, location, or depth, were sought and scrutinized to determine the fatality or seriousness of a disease: “Violent and continuous headaches, should there be in addition one of the deadly signs, is a very fatal symptom...” or “pains occurring with fever in the region of the loins and lower parts, if they leave the lower parts and attack the diaphragm, are very mortal.”

To explain, emphasize or differentiate among the different manifestations of pain, Hippocrates complements these terms with precise adjectives, such as “oexia odyne,” or “ischyros ponos” (Table 4).

Nonpharmacologic and Pharmacologic Cures for Painful Conditions in the Hippocratic Texts

In the Hippocratic Collection, many different nonpharmacologic cures for painful conditions are described, such as diet, heat, cold, ablation, purging, cautery, expectoration, venesection, incisions for pleurisy, or hot effusions for headaches. Some of them are quite bizarre by modern medical standards. For example, in the “Aphorisms,” the opening of a vein, “phlebotomy” (venesection), was suggested for curing headaches: “Pains at the back of the head are relieved by opening the upright vein in the forehead.” Again, in a patient with delirium and “aphonia” (loss of voice)
who suffered from pains in the heart, “phlebotomy stopped these pains.”6e For gastrointestinal pains, a common treatment was purging. “Pains above the diaphragm indicate a need for upward purging; pains below indicate a need for downward purging.”19h Rest plays a major role in the relief of pain: “In every movement of the body, to rest at once when pain begins relieves the suffering.”19h

In certain sections of the Hippocratic work great emphasis is placed on therapies in which opposites cure opposites and like curing like. In Places in Man, it is explained that “pains are cured by opposites.” In the same passage it is stated that, “sometimes conditions can be treated by things opposite to those from which they arose, and sometimes by things like to those from which they arose.”26a It is worth wondering whether these observations were the forerunner of later discoveries about activation or deactivation of facilitating or inhibiting mechanisms during nociception.

In addition to nonpharmacologic cures, Hippocratic physicians also used the different properties of various substances. In Places in Man, it is clearly stated that “all substances that change the state of a patient are medications [’pharmaka’].”26b In the Hippocratic Collection, 236 distinct plants are mentioned. Most of them have soporific, narcotic, or poisonous properties, such as mandrake, henbane (Hyoscyamus), nightshade, and especially poppy.27 In the work Fistulas, it is suggested that a patient with anal inflammation and protrusion should “drink white meconium” (white poppy) if the pain does not subside by other means.28 In Diseases III, for pain in the hypochondrium due to pleurisy, it is suggested to give the patient white opium poppy to drink with other substances, such as “cumin, flower of copper, honey, vinegar, water” and others.18h The opium extracts in the Hippocratic texts were mainly prescribed for painful gynecological ailments.29,30 Other substances used for the same painful conditions include silphium (a sort of asafetida),30 cumin with honey, leek,30 cyclamen,30 and many others. In Regimen in Acute Diseases, the author suggests the use of black hellebore (Helleborus niger) and peplium (Euphorbia peplus or petty spurge) as purgatives that stop the pain, in combination with daucus (Aethumantacretensis), seseli (Laserpitium latifolium or laserwort), anise, and juice of silphium.7b

CONCLUSIONS

The study of the Hippocratic Collection in the original Greek language revealed Hippocrates as the first physician to use the words “anaesthesia” and “analgesia” in a medical context. His realistic approach to health and healing led to important observations on fundamental components of contemporary anesthesia, such as the state of sleep and narcosis and also sleep-inducing substances. In the Hippocratic texts, analgesia is related to anesthesia for the first time, when it is pointed out that an unconscious patient is insensitive to pain. Hippocrates may have been the first physician to keep an open airway and facilitate airflow to the lungs by bypassing an inflammatory obstruction of a patient’s throat with the insertion of a premature type of oropharyngeal airway or, probably, tracheal tube.

Hippocrates and his followers rationalized pain and defined its various characteristics, such as location, duration, and relation to other symptoms. To elucidate a disease process, they developed a wide pain vocabulary, still in use today. Pain was developed as a diagnostic and prognostic tool to help differentiate between various painful conditions. According to the Hippocratic writings, the therapeutic approach to painful conditions included diverse, sometimes bizarre, nonpharmacologic, and pharmacologic cures. The opium poppy was one of them, but it was also used as a “sleep-inducing” substance.

The rational clinical observations of Hippocrates freed medicine from religion and laid the ground for the development of medicine as a systematic science. The wealth of medical knowledge found in the Hippocratic writings explains why he is considered the father of modern medicine.
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